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GM and gene-editing - how to distinguish the hype from reality
Or: How GM and Gene Editing can help deliver improved crops for better nutrition
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Not subject to GM regulation Always subject to GM regulation To be decided…

IP retained by Plant Breeding Rights IP retained by patents IP retained by patents

The different approaches that can be used for crop genetic improvement

100’s of years old Since 1990s Since 2010s
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A GM example – making omega-3 fish oils in 
plants

• Beneficial for human health

• A limited natural resource

• No known plant sources available

• Valuable and important ingredient 

of aquafeed diets

➢ Aquaculture consumes 80% of all the fish oils we 
take from the oceans. 

➢ Aquaculture is central to feeding the global 
population – but needs to be sustainable



Making omega-3 LC-PUFAs in a heterologous host  

Identify algal genes for the 

synthesis of omega-3 LC-

PUFAs & transfer them to 

oilseeds

Express algal genes in seeds =  transgenic plants with 

novel fatty acid traits

The sources of genes for 

omega-3 LC-PUFA 

biosynthesis are marine 

microalgae, diatoms etc



Using GM to deliver enhanced nutrition 



GM Camelina Field Trials at Rothamsted- 2014 onwards

The UK’s only continuous GM field trials.. And all that entails 



The conversion of an idea into a product takes time and money

MarketBlue skies Strategic P/o concept Demo

Creating a value chain which delivers better nutrition to the consumer and helps aquaculture to 
reduce its reliance on oceanic sources of fish oils

Hurdles: (GM) Regulation, IP/FTO, Business development, Commercialisation

[many skills & experience absent in academia]

1996 2010 2012 2014        2020s?





Gene-editing is transforming how we do life 
sciences

• CRISPR-Cas9 and related tools are a 

disruptive technique with which to edit DNA

• Incredibly precise, easy to use, 

“democratising” research.

• BUT – Use in EU has effectively been blocked 

by ECJ ruling of July 2018 (GE ≡ GM)

• Commercial use is covered by patents

• New technology largely untested at scale

Irrespective of that, it is widely expected that GE 

will transform plant and animal breeding, 

decreasing susceptibility to diseases, enhancing 

nutrition and decreasing environmental impact.  







Other targets for gene-editing

• Allergy-free peanuts
• Gluten-free wheat
• Caffeine-free coffee
• Reduced spoilage
• Reduced disease susceptibility

Gene-editing is the perfect tool for removing negative genes

High oleic acid 
soybean oil 

TALENs, not CRISPR



Of course, not everyone recognizes the advances offered by gene editing as positive 

…although many of the suggested “problems” are not well-founded



• GM is proven technology, well-established and working at scale.

• Mainly about adding foreign DNA to a host

• Has further potential to deliver a “second generation” of crops with enhanced nutrition 

traits

• GE is a new and disruptive technology

• It is not the same as GM (although EU says it is) and some of the things GM can do 

can’t be done by GE (and vice versa)

• Mainly about removing host DNA/genes

• If we are serious about feeding 9 billion people, we need to use every available tool 

and approach

However, without societal consent and consumer acceptance, these new genetic 

technologies will be restricted in the potential impact, at least in agriculture and food.

Also, variation in regulatory standards will act as a barrier to trade and also further restrict  

investment in these new technologies



Some other examples of modified crops with consumer benefit traits

Some took a very long to advance, some less so. 
Some are likely to have a big impact, some less so 

CRISPR 2014

GM 1990s

GM 2005

GM 2010s



Herbicide tolerance – 17 years

DHA-Canola – 21 years

Golden Rice >35 years

Average time for 
agricultural innovation  
- 28 years

Slow magic: Agricultural R&D a century 
after Mendel (2000)

Persistence pays: US agricultural 
productivity growth and the benefits 
from public R&D spending (2009) 

Professor Philip Pardey (Department of 
Applied Economics, University of 
Minnesota)

Innovation in Agriculture – Time is not on your side!



A key question for the public: Who is paying and who is 
benefiting?

In our experience, a lot of opposition is focused against globalisation 
and its impact on the food chain, rather than GM per se.



Thanks for your attention – Questions?


